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Mr. SCHUTZ of the Bureau called at 4:40 PM and 
dictated the following five items: 

(1) Eye witnesses at the scene of:the shooting 
saw au individual holding a rifle on a 6th floor window of 
the Texas School Book Depository Building -- an individual 
who took deliberate aim and fired three shots as the Presidential 
motorcade passed by. 

(2) Check the following times: We have communications 
from Dallas showing the time of death for TIPPETT as 1:13 PM. 
We also have a taxi driver showing the time of TIPPETT's shoot-
ing at 1:25 PM. We also have a teletype showing the landlady 
saw OSWALD come home after the assassination at about 1:00 PM. 
She says he got hom at 1:00 PM. The bus driver had him aboard 
the bus at approximately 12:45 . Make sure that our tines jibe. 
We question being on the bus for a couple of blocks in traffic 
and then getting in a taxicab and driving about three miles in 
the space of about three minutes. 

(3) Did FRAZIER, the car pool buddy, physically 
identify the sack in which he carried the rifle. Has he looked 

• re,,at and viewed the sack" Could we get him to view it or do we have 
it up here? If we have it back, get him to view it and identify 
it. If we don't have the sack, show him a picture. 
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(4) The landlady recalls seeing 
OSWALD's room on the day of the assassinat 
havellhis holster? If they got it, did we 
is the sidearm holster? Check on where 1 
time - Where is the gun?  

a holster in 	- N ion. Do the Police 
ever get it? Where'lL!,: 
t is .at th resent- 
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cartridge cases bearing the 
gun? Where are the cartridges 
the hammer hit and where are 
by anyone in Houston? 
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(5) Who examined the 

banner imprint in OSWALD's hand 
that were found in the gun that 

they now and were they examined 
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